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ABSTRACT 
Computer-aided modeling of geometry for solid representations is 
considered as an increasingly important issues in mechanical engineering 
as well as 1n many other fields. Many interfaces have been developed to 
access the solid representation data and to interpret it for vanous 
engineering operations 
In this work a strategy for Numerical control ( NC ) machining fron1 
solid representations is presented . An interface has been developed to 
receive solid object representations from the solid-modeling software 
I-DEAS through the universal files . The solid object is represented by 
the boolean combination of two or more simpler objects. The Boundaries 
of the objects are represented by precise surfaces using non uniform 
Rational B-splines form ( NURBs ) A Planar grid is created and the 
grid points are projected to faces of the object to calculate the z values. 
These z values are obtained by the use of an iterative Newton Raphson 
;! 
search method . A simple boolean table approach is used to determine 
the cutter contact data ( CC data ) . CC data consists of the z value 
and the surface normal vector for a given grid point . 
·s 
- ... \ 
A protype computer program , which implements the 
strategy has been written in FORTRAN on VAX / VMS operating 
1 
system for Tektronix 41-series graphics terminals It uses graphic 
primitives supported by GRAPH3D and TEI(4107 libraries . The input 
objects are created on SDRC's I-DEAS ( Level 4 ) . Examples of input and 
output data files , and screen copies of typical graphic input and output 
are included 1n appendix A . User Documentation with calling statement 




1.1 GEOMETRIC MODELING SYSTEMS 
Three-dimensional representation of geometry is a very important 
. issue 
. 1n many scientific and 
. . 
engineer mg fields, and 1s vital to the 
industries which produce discrete goods. The need for power
ful 
computational means 1s widely recognized, and various geometry 
systems have been developed for creating and storing three-dimensional
 
representation of geometry. 
Geometry systems primarily have four components ( Fig 1-1 ) 1, 
symbol structures which represent solid objects ; 2, processes which use 
such representations for answering geometric questions about the objects ( 
such as " What 1s the volume? " ) ; 3, input facilities, that 1s, means for 
creating and editing object representations and for evoking processes 
and 4, output facilities and representations of results . The subsystem
 
which provides facilities for entering , storing , and modifying object 
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REP 
Geometric Modeling Systems ( GMSs ) are dedicated computer 
software developed for performing geometric modeling . Current GMSs 
can be roughly divided into three types based on the amount and type 
of information they represent : 1, Wire frame modeling systems which are 
the earliest developed GMSs represent objects by edge curves and corner 
points on the surface of the objects to give a skeletal outline of an 
object ( Fig 1-2 a ) . 2, Sculptured surface modeling systems first appeared 
1n the early 1960's. They represent the surface of an object using 
sculptured surfaces descriptions ( Figure 1-2 b ) . The term sculptured 
surf aces refer to a polynomial or a rational surface whose shape cannot 
be classified into a family . 3, Solid modeling systems were 
developed in the early 1970's . They maintain information about the 
closure and connectivity of object shapes ( Fig 1-2 c ) . Solid modeling 
offers a number of advantages over the two previous n1odeling techniques . 
1.1.1 Solid Modeling Systems 
According to their predominant representation scheme, the solid 






Figure 1 - 2 Wireframe, surface, and solid modeling forms 
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( CSG ) ( Fig 1.3 ) or as Boundary Representation ( B-rep ) ( Fig 1.4 ) ,or 
more recently hybrid representations which use CSG and B-Rep together . 
In CSG systems solids are represented as combinations of simpler solids 
by means of Boolean operators . On the other hand B-rep systems 
represent a solid in terms of its boundary . Boundaries of solids usually 
are represented as unions of faces, with each face further represented m 
terms of their boundaries - a umon of edges defined on a surface on 
which the face lies . 
Every solid n1odeling system provides the user with a list of 
primitive object building blocks and a set of operations for transforming 
these prin1itives into complex object models Usually four types of 
operations are employed 1n solid modeling 1, Operations of RIGID 
MOTION are used to control the position and orientation of primitives 
relative to each other such as translation and rotation ; 2, Mostly used 
BOOLEAN operations are union difference and intersection . They are 
used more m CSG environment ; 3, EULER operators , which can only be 
used m B-rep based syste1ns , modify the topology of an oblect without 
changing its geometry. ; 4, SHAPE operators modify the geometry of an 
object either locally or globally In the current solid modeling systems 
a limited class of primitives are provided like primitives with planar 
surfaces and primitives with conic surfaces . This makes it ineffective to 
deal with complex surfaces . However objects bounded by complex surfaces 
could be approximated with general plane-faced polyhedrons 
7 
Figure 1 - 3 Constructive Solid Geometry ( CSG ) 
Figure 1 - 4 Boundary Representations ( B - Rep ) 
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1.1.2 Sculptured Surface Modeling Systems 
Sculptured surfaces are employed either to represent aesthetic 
surfaces which have relatively loose geometric constrain ts, or to 
approxi1nate the surfaces which have slightly increased geometric 
constraints , or to represent surfaces generated to smooth the 
intersections of two other surfaces , or sometimes to interpolate the 
surfaces which must satisfy extremely strong geometric constrain ts . 
A sculptured surface can be represented 1n a parametric form 
Q(u,v) ( x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)) ( 1 - 1 ) 
where x( u, v), y( u, v), and z( u, v) are polynomial or rational functions of u 
and v . The forn1 of these functions vanes according to the type of the 
surface, such as Coons and B-spline surfaces . 
A 3-D point on a surface 1s obtained by substituting the proper 
u-v pair into the functions x , y and z of the particular surface . 
Therefore the surface can be considered as the mapping of the unit 
square u, v t [ 0 , 1 ] in the parameter plane . 
For the same reason surfaces so defined are always topologically 
four sided , which proves to be undesirable in situations where surfaces 
9 
with irregular boundaries are needed. Tw
o methods have been developed 
to represent surfaces with irregular 
boundaries manipulating surface 
patches without altering their" natural bo
undaries and surface trimn1ing. 
1.2 NC MACHINING 
Numerical Control ( NC ) is a form of programm
able auton1ation 
rn which the processing equipment 1s c
ontrolled by n1eans of nun1bers , 
letters, and other symbols . The applicati
ons of numerical control range 
over a wide variety of processes . A numer
ical control system consists of 
three basic components ; program of inst
ructions , machine control unit , 
and the processing ~uipment . 
The progran1 of instructions lS 
the detailed step by step 
commands that direct the processing eq
uipment Usually the commands 
refer to positions of a machine too
l spindle with respect to the 
worktable on which the part 1s fixtu
red . The machine control unit 
consists of the electronics and control h
ardware that read and interpret 
the program of instruction and convert 
it into mechanical actions of the 
machine 
operations 
tool. The processmg 
10 
equipment performs the machining 
/ 
The introduction of numerical control has had a pronounced 
influence on the design and operation of machine tools. One of these 
effects has been that the proportion of time spent by the n1achine 
cutting metal under program control is significantly less 
manually operated machines . 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
than with 
This thesis presents a method for NC machining from solid 
representations . The problem is to calculate the CC data of a given 
solid object . The solution to this problem has been attained 1n steps 
below 
- A solid modeling system , SDRC's I-DEAS has been employed to 
create solid representations for the objects from which both the B-rep and 
CSG data can be obtained. 
- Universal Data file for an object is written out 
. 1n I-DEAS , so 
that the object representation can be accessed by the interface program 
and B-Rep data for an object can be accessed through the Universal 
files . 
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CSG data is in form of a tree structure whose leaves are 
volu1netric primitives and whose nodes correspond to Boolean operations . 
- B-Rep data represents boundaries of objects with precise surfaces 
by using non uniform rational B-spline form . 
- A planar rectangular grid is created by using the limits of input 
data . Then grid points are projected to the faces of the object then 
the z values at the intersections are found . 
- An iterative Newton-Raphson search n1ethod 1s employed to 
determine the z value and the surface normal vector for a given grid point 
( x,y ) . This method is implemented succesfully. 
- Number of algorithmic procedures have been developed to 
calculate any desired rational Non uniform B-spline function , such as 
calculating points , derivatives on the surfaces , basis functions etc . 
The rest of this work will detail the procedure summarized 
above. 
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
Contained 1n this thesis 1s a summary of solid modeling and 
12 
I 
surface modeling systems and a thorou
gh description of a strategy 
developed for the NC machining by using so
lid representations created 
by commercially available solid modeling s
ystem . 
In chapter 2 the mathematical backgroun
d of NURB curve and 
surface is presented. The definitions an
d propeties of NURBs are 
reviewed. Chapter 3 contains a brief sum
mary of the object modeling 
approach used and also the mechanism for 
the interface to the modeling 
system I-DEAS is presented . 
Chapter 4 presents the planar grid crea
tion and the operation 
for determining the cutter contact data by
 the use of Newton-Raphson 
iteration technique . A summary and a con
clusion is included in chapter 
5. Program structure information , user d
ocumentation of subroutines 
developed and a case study are included in 




Initially the B-spline method of representing curves and surfaces was 
studied by de Boor , Riesenfeld , and Gordon . They extended the Bezier 
method . Bezier method was initially introduced by P .E. Bezier in 1962 , 
by replacing its Bernstein basis function with the B-spline basis 
function. Compared with the Bezier method , the B-spline 
. 
1S more 
flexible, efficient , and easier to control. The B-spline n1ethod of 
representing curves and surfaces is recently studied further by Rogers 
and Adams [l]. 
2.1 8-SPLINE CURVES 
Before discussing Rational B-splines a brief 
B-splines will be given 
. 
review of polynomial 
Setting Q( u) be the position vectors along the curve as a 









the C. ' s are the n+ 1 defining polygon vertices , 
'l 
u 1s the paran1eter , 'U . < niin 'U < Umax 
are fixed with O < u . < 
- 1nzn - ttmax · If normalized u E 
( 2 - 1 ) 
u . and 
min 
0 , 1 ) , 
- B · k ' s are the normalized B-spline basis functions. They are 1, ' 
defined by an order k and a knot vector { tj } j+lk+ 1 , where 
0 1 (2-2) 
The knot vector is said to be a uniform one , when I ti+ 1 - ti I is 
the same for all k < i < n+ l , otherwise it is non-uniform. B-splines 
are referred as uniform when they have uniform knot vectors otherwise 
they are referred as non-uniform. 
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2.1.1 Cox de Boor Algorithm 
The Basis functions B. k ( u) for the ith normalized B-spline basis 1, 
function of order k ( degree k-1) are defined by the Cox de Boor formulas 
B. 1 (u) 1, { 




( ti+k-u)Bi+ l,k-1 ( u) 
ti+k - ti+ l 
( 2 - 3 ) 
( 2 - 4 ) 
Since the B-spline curve satisfies the conditions below, it can be 
defined as a polynomial spline function of order k ( degree k - l ). 
- On each interval ti < u < ti+l , the function Q( u) 
1s a polynomial of degree k - l . 
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- Q( u) and its derivatives of order 1,2,3, ... , k - 1 all are 
con tinous over the en tire curve. 
Since a B-spline basis describes a B-spline 
above , it has the following properties ; 
. 
curve ,1n addition to those 
- The sum of the B-spline basis functions for any parameter 
value u 1s shown as 
n+l 
~ Bi,k (u) 
i== 1 
1 ( 2 - 5 ) 
- For all parameter values , each basis function is positive 
or zero. 
B. k > 0 z, 
( 2 - 6 ) 
- Excluding the case when k 1 , each basis function 
has precisely one maximum value. 
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- The maximum order of the curve is equal to the number o
f 
the vertices of the defining polygon. 
- The curve has the variation diminishing property . In this 
way it does not oscillate about any straight line mor
e than its 
defining polygon. 
- Curves can be transformed by transforming their vertices of 
the defining polygon . 
- The curve lies within the convex hull of its defining 
polygon. 
2.1.2 Knot Vectors 
Equations 2-3 and 2-4 show that the knot vector has a significant
 effect 
on the B-spline basis functions B. k ; and of course thus o
n the B-
1, • 
spline curve. The knot vector should always satisfy the relat
ion t. 1 < 
ti+ 1 . As mentioned e
arlier knot vectors can be uniform or non-uniform. 
Uniform knot vectors have evenly spaced knot values ie : 
[ 0 1 2 3 4 
18 
Generally uniform knot vectors start by O and ar
e incremented 
by one .But if they are normalized , the knot valu
es are in the range 
between O and 1 ie : 
[ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1. ] 
For a given order k uniform knot vectors y
ield periodic 
uniform basis functions : 
B-k(ti) 1, B i-1 k ( ti - 1 ) 
' 
Bi+ l ,k ( ti + 1 ) ( 2 - 7 ) 
In addition to these two , another type of knot vec
tor known as 
open uniform knot vector is also being used . 
An open uniform knot vector is given by : 
t. 
l 
0 1 < 1 < k 
19 





z-k k+l < z <n+l 
n- k+l n+2 < z < n+k+l 
( 2 - 9 ) 
( 2 - 10 ) 
By the resulting basis functions curves that behave most like 
Bezier curves , are attained . 
Non-uniform knot vectors may have either unequally spaced and/or 
rnultiple internal knot values ie : 
0 0 0 11 2 2 2] 
2.1.3 Control Devices 
The above section states the significant effect of the choice of knot 
vector on the shape of the basis functions and th us on the shape of 
the resulting B-spline curve. 
As mentioned earlier , B-spline basis functions and any resulting B-
spline curves have flexibility in controlling the shape of the curve. 
Different kinds of control devices are used to influence the shape of the 
curve. These devices are : 
20 
- Altering the type of the knot vector and hence basis 
function periodic , open uniform , or non-uniform. 
- Altering the order k of the basis function. Increasing 
order causes the curve to look less like the defining curve. ( Fig 2 - 1 ) 
- Altering the number and position of the defining polygon 
vertices. 
Using multiple polygon vertices. As multiplicity increases, the 
resulting curve looks more like the defining curve . ( Fig 2 - 2 ) 
- Using multiple knot values in the knot vector. 
2.1.4 The Derivatives of a 8-spline Curve 
The derivatives of a B-spline curve can be obtained easily by 
differentiation . As mentioned before a B-spline curve is expressed by the 
equation 2-1 : 
Q (u) 
n+l 
""°' c. B.k ( u) ~ i i, 
i=l 
( 2 - 1 ) 
21 
.x 
Figure 2 -1 Effect of varying order on B-spline curves [ 1 ] 
)' 
3 multiple vertices 
1 multiple vertices B4 
5 
No multiple vertices 
o-~.....__ _ __..___~ _ ____. __ .....___.....___~ _ _..._ _ ___.'---_ 
0 2 4 6 8 
Figure 2 - 2 Effect of multiple vertices at B2 on a B-spline curve [ 1 ] 
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The derivative of Q( u) . IS: 
n+l 
Q ' ( u) == ~ C. B'. k { u ) 1-.J z z, 
i=l 
( 2- 11) 
where B'. k ' s are calculated by the following formula 
z, 
B. k-l(u)+(u-t,)B'. k-l(u) (t·+k-u)B'·+l k-l(u)-B·+l k-l(u) 
B' . ( u) == z, z z, + z 1 , 2 , 
z,k ti+k-l-ti ti+k-ti+l 
( 2 - 12 ) 
2.2 8-SPLINE SURFACES 
A cartesian product B-spline surface IS expressed by 
23 
m+l 
Q ( u,v) L j=l B-k(u
) D. 1(v) c .. 1, J, lJ ( 2 - 13 ) 
where C · . 's are the control points and , B. k( u) 's and D. 1( v) 's are 1,J 1, J, 
the basis polynomials of order k and l .They have the knot vectors { tp 
}n+k+l and p==l { sq }m+1l+l respec
tively. B.k(u)"s and D. 1(v) 'scan be q- i, J, 
calculated by the Cox de Boor algorithn1 which was discussed in the 
previous section. The surface has the following properties 
- The maximum order of the surface in each parametric direction 
is equal to the number of vertices of the defining polygon in that 
direction. 
- The surface can be transformed by transforming the vertices of 
the defining polygon net . 
- If the number of defining polygon net vertices is equal to the 
order In each u and v directions and there are no interior knot values , 
then the B-spline surface reduces to a Bezier surface . 
- The continuity of the surface 
. 1n u and v directions is two less 
than the order in each parametric direction. 
- The effect of a single polygon net vertex IS limited to [ + ~, - ~] , 
[ +~, -!J spans in each direction . 
- When triangulated , the defining polygon net forms a planar 
approximation to the surface 
24 
- The surface lies within the convex hull of the defining polygon 
net formed by taking the union of all convex hulls of k,l neighboring 
polygon net vertices . 
2.3 RATIONAL 8-SPLINE CURVES AND SURFACES 
2.3.1 Rational 8-spline Curves 
Versprille [ 15 ] was the first to investigate rational B-splines . 
Recently the need for incorporating rational B-splines in to existing 
geometric modeling systems have gained a wide acceptance . When defining 
B-splines we use homogeneous coordinates . 
If Q == ( x , y , z ) is a point in 3-D euclidan space , we denote 
a corresponding point in 4-D homogeneous space by Qh == ( hx , hy , hz ) , 
where h > 0 . h is called the homogeneous coodinate . 
A polynomial B-spline curve can be defined by the vector equation: 
n+l ~ cfiB.k(u) ~ 1 1, 
i==l 
( 2 - 14 ) 
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where the d. ' s are the control points in homogeneous space . B. k( u) ' s 1 z, 
are the usual k th order polynon1ial B-spline basis functions. 
Qh ( u ) forms a set of points in 4- D homogeneous space. Q ( u ) 
will denote the 3-D curve associated with Qh ( ti ) : the set of 3-D 
pain ts formed by the projection of Qh ( u. ) into 3-D space obtained by 
dividing the x , y , z coordinates of each point by the homogeneous 
coordinate of that point. Q ( ti ) is called the rational B-spline curve . 
where 
Q ( ti) 
n+l 




"h.B.k(u) 0 1 z, 
i==l 
Q ( ti) == " c. !{. k ( ti) 0 1 1, 
i== 1 
h.B.k(u) 
I{ i, k ( u ) = _n_+_1_1 _z_, ----
" h-B.k(u) 0 1 1, 
i=l 
26 
( 2 - 15 ) 
( 2 - 16 ) 
(2-17) 
are the rational B-spline basis functions . 
The rational B-spline basis functions have the same properties as 
non-rational B-spline basis functions . Those properties are discussed in 
section 2 .1.1. Fu thermore projective transformation can be applied to 
rational B-spline basis functions by applying it to the defining polygon 
vertices : that means the curve is invariant with respect to a projective 
transformation , whereas a non-rational B-spline . IS only invariant with 
respect to an affine transforn1ation. 
2.3.2 Rational 8-spline Surfaces 
A tensor product rational B-spline surface 1n four dimensional 
homogeneous coordinate space is defined by 
Q ( u) 
n+lm+2 
LL 




1,J ( 2 - 18 ) 
where the B. k ( u ) 's and D. z ( v ) 's are the non-rational B-spline 
z, J, 
basis fuctions defined . In the previous sections . 
homogeneous defining polygon vertices. 
27 
cfl . 's are the 4-D 
z,J 
Equation ( 2-18 ) can be rewritten as 
n+l m+l L L hi . Ci . Bi k ( ti ) D. l ( V ) 
. 1 . 1 ,J ,J ' J' 
l== J== 
Q ( u,v) == n+l ni.+l ( 2 - 19 ) 
L L hi . Bi k ( u) D. l ( V) 
. 1 . 1 ,J ' J, 
1== J== 
n+lrn+l 
Q( u,v) ==~ ~ C. · R .. ( ti v) 
,!_; ,!_; l,J i,J ' 
i==l j=l 
( 2 - 20 ) 
where Ci,j ' s are the 3-D defining polygon net points and the Ri,j ( u , v ) 
' s are the bivariant rational B-spline surface basis functions. 
R··(ti v) Z,J ' 
h . . B. k( ti ) D. l ( V ) i,J i, J' 
Note that h. . > 0 for all i,J 
28 
( 2 - 21 ) 
. . 
l ' J . 
It should be noted that R . . ( u , v ) is not the si1nple product i,J 
of I(. k( u ) and !(. 1( v ) . But still the R · . ( u , v ) have sim
ilar shapes 
i, J, z,J 
and analytic properties to the product f uction B. k( u ) D. l ( v ) . Thus z, J, 
rational B-spline surfaces have sin1ilar analytic and geometric properties 
as non-rational B-spline surfaces . 
Also note that any projective transformation can be applied to 
the surface by applying it to the defining polygon net . This 1s a 
stronger condition than that for a nonrational B-spline surface . 
The derivatives of a rational B-spline surface can be attained by 
differentiating the equation ( 2-19 ) . 
Q - T u -s Su ) s 
( 2 - 22 ) 
Q - T V -s ( 
Tv 
T Sv ) s 
( 2 - 23 ) 
where T is the numerator and S is the denominator of the equation 
( 2 - 19 ) . The derivatives of T and S are : 
29 
n+l1n+l 
Tu== L L 
i== 1 j== 1 
h . . C . . B '· k ( u ) D . l ( V ) i,J i,J i, J, 
( 2 - 24 ) 
n+lm+l 
Tv == L L 
i== 1 j== 1 
h . . C. . B . k ( tl ) D'. l ( V ) 
z,J z,J z, J, 
( 2 - 25 ) 
n+lm+l 
Su== L L 
i==l j=l 
h . . B '. k ( u ) D . l ( V ) 
z,J z, J, 




h . . B . k ( u ) D'. l ( V ) 
l,J i, J' 
( 2 - 27 ) 
where B'. k ( u ) ' s and D'. l can be calculated by the equation ( 2 - 12 ) . 
i, J' 
2.4 ALGORITHMIC APPROACH 
Following 1s an algorithm for calculating the points on a rational 


















array containing the control points 
order in the u direction 
order in the v direction 
number of polygon vertices in u direction 
number of polygon vertices in v direction 
array containing basis functions for u 
array containing basis functions for v 
array containing knot values in ti direction 
array containing knot values 1n v direction 
array containing the resulting points on the surface 
* procedure rbspsurf (B ,Q ,I( ,L ,NPTS ,MPTS , U ,W ,X ,Y ) 
* call basis ( I<, U, NPTS , X, BASISN) 
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non rational basis function for u 
* call basis ( L , V, MPTS, Y, BASISM) 
non rational basis function for v 
* call sumrbas ( B , BASISN , BASISM , N PTS , M PTS , SU Af ) 
sum of basis functions 
* begin for i == 1 to N PTS do 
* begin for j == 1 to M PTS do 
* begin for d == 1 to 3 do 
f == A1 PTS * ( i - 1 ) + j 
qtemp== B(f,4)*B(f,d)*BASISN(l,i)*BASIS1vf(l ,j) / SUM 




* end of procedure 
Following 1s a procedure for calculating the sum of the non rational 
basis functions 
INPUT : 
B array containing the control points 
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BASISN array containing basis functions for u 
BASISM array containing basis functions for V 
NPTS number of polygon vertices 
. direction 1n u 
ivfPTS number of polygon vertices 
. direction 1n V 
OUTPUT : 
SUM == sum of the basis functions 
* procedure sumrbas(B,BASISN ,BASISM,NPTS,MPTS,SUiv1) 
* sum == 0 
* begin for 1 == 1 to N PTS do 
* begin for j == 1 to lvf PTS do 
d = MPTS * ( i - 1 ) + j 
sum == sum + B(d,4)*BASISN(l,i)*BASISlvf(l,j) 
:next J 
\ next 1 
I 
* end of procedure 
Following is a procedure for calculating non rational basis functions 
INPUT: 






number of defining polygon vertices 
array containing the knot values 
OUTPUT: 
B N array containing the basis functions 
' J , .. 
* procedure basis ( I( , U , NPTS , X , BN ) 
* nplusc == N PTS + I{ 
maximum number of knot values 
* begin for i == 1 to nplusc- l do 
* if ( U > X ( i ) and U < X ( i+ 1 ) ) then 
BN ( 1,i) == 1 
else 
BN ( 1,i) == 0 
end if 
next i 
* begin for k == 2 to I< do 
* begin for i == 1 to nplusc - k do 
* if ( BN ( 1, i ) -1- 0 ) then 
a = (( U-X(i))*BN(l,i))/(X(i+k)-X(i+l)) 
else 
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a = 0 
end if 
* if ( BN ( 1,i + 1 ) -/:= 0 ) then 




* BN(l,i) a + b 
next 1 
next k 
* If ( U = X ( nplusc) ) then BN ( 1,NPTS) = 1 
* end of procedure 
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Chapter 3 
INTERFACE TO I-DEAS™ 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO I-DEAS 
I-DEAS 
. 
lS an integrated package of mechanical 
. . 
engineering 
developed by Structural Dynamics Research Corp
oration ( SDRC ). It 
facilitates a concurrent 
. . 
eng1 n een ng approach to mechanical engineering 
product design and analysis . The word I-DEAS is 
an acronym for " 
Integrated Design Engineering Analysis System , " 
This software runs 
on a variety of computing hardware platforn1s . It
 supports 3-D wire-
frame , surface and solids modeling as well as eng
ineering analysis 
drafting and NC machining . 
I-DEAS is made up fron1 a number of " Families "
 of products, 
each subdivided further into " Tasks" , all execute
d from a common 
menu and sharing a common database . 
In this work I-DEAS software 1s employed to cre
ate the solid 
representations from which the CC data is to be c
alculated . Specifically 
the Object Modeling task of the Solid Modeling family is used . T
hese 
representations are created by creating some combina
tions of the 
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primitives provided by the software . These primitives are either 
primitives with planar surfaces or primitives with conic surfaces . To 
create the combinations the rigid-motion_ and boolean operators are used. 
After the object is completed a universal data file is written in 
order to store the CSG tree structure and the B-rep data of the object. 
CSG data ; a tree whose leaves are volumetric primitives and whose 
nodes correspond to Boolean operations . 
A typical command structure for creation of an object 1s like 
the following 
After getting into I-DEAS the user is asked to choose a family 
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SELECT MENU I 
Figure ( 3 - 2 ) Menu Structure of I-DEA
S 
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Once the family and the task are chosen , a similar procedure 
like the one presented below is followed for creation and storage of 
object representations . 
/ CR BL to create a block 
/ NIA STO to store an object 
/ CR CYL to create a cylinder 
/ MA STO to store an object 
/ CO CUT to make a boolean cut 
/ MA STO to store the final object 
/ MA WR Uto write an universal file 
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3.2 BOOLEAN REPRESENTATIONS 
In Boolean model representations any solid object is represented 
by the boolean combination of two or more simpler objects . 
If three objects denoted by A ,B ,C are defined and C == A 
< OP>B where < OP> is any regularized boolean operation then 
A< 0 P> B is called the boolean model of C . It should be noted that A 
, B , and C must be of the same spatial dimension . Main Boolean 
operations are taking union , intersection or difference of any desired two 
objects . 
Boolean models can be best explained by an example ; 
By referring the Figure ( 3 - 1 ) , four objects denoted by A , B , 
C and D are defined . D is the final object and the boolean n1odel of 
D is D == ( A U B ) - C . 
This given boolean model does not posses us any quantitative 
information . Only is known the primitive combination and therefore how 
to construct D . So Boolean model can be called as a procedural 
representation It 1s also called as an unevaluated representation 




Figure ( 3 - 3 ) A Simple Boolean 11odel [ 16 ) 





Figure ( 3 - 4 ) The Binary Tree For D = ( A U B ) - C [ 16 ] 
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The binary tree for this model 1s 
. given 1n Figure ( 3 - 2 ) . The 
leaf nodes are the primitive solids 
internal node and the root . 
with Boolean operators at each 
At each internal node two objects immediately below the node 
in the tree are combined . 
The constructive representation of an object 1s a direct 
translation of the Boolean operators , as invoked by the users of their 
G MSolid into a binary tree structure . 
The primitives can be modelled 1n vanous ways ; 
In many systems the primitives are stored as a graph-based 
model and become a unit template or parametrized shape to be scaled 
and positioned as a leaf node of the model's binary tree . Or a 
primitive may be a boolean combination of directed surfaces or half 
spaces A directed surface is a surface whose normal at any point 
detennines the inside and outside of the primitive solid . An unbounded 
surface divides Cartesian space into two unbounded regions each 
region 1s called a half-space . The Boolean intersection of an appropriate 
set of half-spaces can form a closed three dimensional solid . 
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Figure ( 3 - 5 ) Examples of union , intersection and difference 
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[ 16 ] 
3.3 PRECISE SURFACES 
The boundaries of the primitives that are combined
 to construct 
the object , are represented by precise surfaces which are all sculp
tured 
surfaces represented by precise surfaces represented by
 a vector equation 
of two parameters . NURBs are en1ployed to repre
sent those surfaces . 
Theory of NURBs is presented in details in Chapter 
2 . 
Among the datasets written in universal data file
s , there's a 
dataset storing precise surface data . This data set ( Dataset 428
 ) stores 
the B-spline data that is , the number and the c
oordinates of control 
points in each parametric direction , the knot value
s and their number 
in each parametric direction , and the surface type
 . The surface types 
available are ; 
- Arbitrary B-spline 
- Plane 





- Surface of Revolution 
- Tabulated Cylinder 
- Ruled Surface 
- General Quadratic 
- Planar , circular capping surface 
- Planar , quadrilateral , but not rectangular 
The interface program reads this precise surface data and stores 
it in external files , so that it can be later used to calculate the z value 
for a given domain point ( x , y ) . 
The interface program assigns either a negative or a positive 
sign for each surface according to the boolean history of the primitive 
to which they belong . Thus more than one z values with different signs 
are obtained and the final z is selected according to the boolean 
operation stored in the tree structure of the input object . This 
procedure is explained 1n details in Chapter 4 . 
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3.4 UNIVERSAL FILES 
Universal Files are designed so that they may be read and 
written by user application programs . Each Universal file 1s a sequential 
formatted ASCII file with records of a maximum of 80 characters . The 
file . is compatible with the ASCII text editor on the VAX/VMS 
operating system . 
The Universal file is divided in to sections called datasets . The 
first record of each dataset is a dataset delimiter This IS a line 
containing . a minus . . sign 1n column 5 and a 1 . 1n column 6 . The 
remaining columns of the line are blank . The second record of the 
data-set contains the data type . This . IS a number . Ill the range 1 
through 32767 right justified in columns 1 through 6 . The re1nainder of 
the line is blank . 
Following the data type record the body of the data-set contains 
data which is dependent on the data-set type . The final record of the 
data-set contains a delimiter line containing a minus sign in column 5 
and a 1 in column 6 with the remainder of the line blank . 
Processing of the Universal file begins by searching for the first 
delimiter line . Next , the data-set type line is processed to deterinine 
whether or not the interface program should process this data-set . 
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If the data-set is to be processed , the program reads the data . 
If the data-set is not to be processed by the program , the program 
continues reading until the next delimiter line indicating the end of the 
data-set is encountered . The program next searches forward for the next 
delimiter indicating the end of the data-set .Processing of the next 
dataset continues as above . The processing continues data-set by data-set 
until the end of file is reached . 








Figure ( 3 - 6 ) Structure of a Data-set 
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3.5 INTERFACE MECHANISM 
As mentioned earlier the interface program has b
een developed to 
receive input data about the solid representati
ons created in I-DEAS 
software . This is accomplished in steps explained
 below ; 
- The Universal file which is written in I-DEAS 
in order to store 
the representations created 1s opened . The U
niversal file consists of 
many specific datasets each having a different n
umber for identification. 
The datasets that are accessed by the program 
are : 
* 450 0 bject Header 
* 431 0 bject Faces 
* 428 Precise Surfaces 
* 410 0 bject History Leaf 
* 409 Object History Node 
- When reading the universal data-sets a counte
r 1s employed so 
that the number of primitives can be calculat
ed. The data-set 431 1s 
written once for each primitive . 
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- The maximum and the m1n1mum x , y , z coordinates which are 
used to determine the limits of the grid , are read from the data-set 
450. 
- The non uniform rational B-spline data is obtained from the 
data-set 428 which 
. 
IS written only once in the universal file It 
contains the coordinates and the number of control points 
. 
lfi each 
parametric direction for each precise surface bounding the primitives . It 
also contains the knot values and their number . 
- The Tree Structure of the final object representation 1s contained 
in the datasets 410 and 409 . 
Once the above information is read , it is stored in 
. 
various 
external datafiles , so that it can be interpreted later in the program . 
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Chapter 4 
CALCULATING CUTTER CONTACT DATA 
A method for NC machining from solid represe
ntations has been 
developed in this work. Machining of solid re
presentations 1s studied 
throughout this thesis . In chapters 1 , 2 , an
d 3 of this thesis 
representations of solids , creation of solid repr
esentations and access 
mechanism to the information 
presented . 
about these representations are 
The CC data calculation is based on the info
rmation read by 
the interface program . The calculation of CC 
data is accomplished 1n 
three steps ; first a planar grid is created , tha
t is the ( x , y ) domain 
, then for any given domain point ( x , y ) , the z value 
is found by 
Newton Raphson Iteration , and at last a surface 
normal is calculated at 
that point . ( Fig 4 - 1 ) 
As shown in figure 4-1 a paint P on the xy 
plane is selected , 
the point re where the vertical line intersects w
ith the surface is called 
the cutter contact point .The vector denoted 
by n is the surf ace 
normal vector . The ( r c , n ) pair is called the cutter c
ontact data 




, re ( x , y , z ) 
y 
X 
Figure ( 4 - 1 ) CC data for NC machining 
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It is required that the primitives used be convex so that there 
are at most two intersection points between the vertical line and a 
prin1itive . 
4.1 PLANAR GRID CREATION 
A planar grid 1s needed to be created in order to obtain a 
do n1 ai n of ( x , y ) This 1s accomplished by using the data received 
through the interface to the universal files of I-DEAS . 
The . maximum and the m1n1mum x y ' z values of each 
primitive are stored by the interface program . These stored values are 
recalled by a subroutine ( BORDERS ) and then by con1parison the 
m1n1mum of the m1n1mum values and the maximum of the . maximum 
values are found ( xrnin , Y,nin , zmin Xmax , Ymax , z max ) · 
The created planar grid has the corners at the coordinates 
( xmin ' Ymin ' zmin ) ' ( Xmax ' Ymin ' zmin ) ' ( Xniax ' Ymax ' zmin ) ' 
( xn1in ' Ymax ' zmin ) · 
Then according to the complexity of the input object a step 










( 4 - 1 ) 
( 4 - 2 ) 
N and M are the number of steps to be taken 1n the x and y 
directions . 
x and y values are started to be incremented by DY and 
D,/X in another subroutine ( CALCULATE ) 
Also there 1s a routine ( LIMIT ) determining the projection area 
of each surface of the primitives on the planar grid according to their 
maximum and minimum x and y values . 
If the given ( x , y ) pair 1s bordered by n surfaces ; this is 
checked by a subroutine ( CHECK ) , then the routine for calculating 
the intersection of the vector from the grid point with the surface 
( NEWTON ) 1s called n times by a subroutine 
( RESULT ) . 
This procedure 1s explained 1n details in the next section . 
4.2 SURFACE Z-VALUES CALCULATION 
In calculation of the z values some pre-processes1ng of the data, .. ,·'I I 
. 1s necessary . 
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The planar surfaces that are not perpendicular to the xy-plane 
and the surfaces that the vector from the grid may intersect are 
chosen . A search based on 
Newton Raphson method is employed to 
get these intersection points . And at last a boolean interpretation is 
done to select the final z . 
4.2.1 Vector Intersection 
After the surfaces that are including the given ( x , y ) pair 
are determined 
the normal vectors of the planar surfaces are 
calculated so that it can be determined whether they are perpendicular 
or parallel to the xy-plane . 
A simple dot product operation is used for this check . The dot 
product of the normal vector of each planar surface and ( 0 0 1 ) vector is 
calculated . When the product is O it means that the planar surface is 
perpendicular to the xy-plane and should be skipped . ( routines SKIP 
and NORMAL) 
For planar surfaces there is only one intersection point but for 
the cy !in di rical surfaces there are two intersection points 
So when 
cosidering a cylindirical surface , the search is continued for the second 
point after the first one is found . 
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4.2.2 Newton Raphson Iteration 
The para1netric surfaces as explained in chapters 1 and 2 are 
represented by vector equations of two parameters ; 
Q(u,v) ( x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)) ( 1 - 1 ) 
As explained before ( x , y ) pairs are given so that the z 
values could be found . This 1s accomplished by employing an iterative 
newton raphson search method 
explained next . 
The steps of this procedure 1s 
To find the z value for a given point ( 




x0 , Yo ) , the 
( 4 - 3 ) 
( 4 - 4 ) 
To solve these equations the Newton Raphson search 1nethod 
has been em ployed . 
First initial values for the parameters u , v should be guessed . 
Assume that the initial guess is 
Now the following equations should be solved for du. and dv . 
"· ( . 
'-"'~-,,,, 
X ( u. ' V ) + du. Xu ( u ' V ) + dv Xv ( u ' V ) ( 4 - 5 ) 
Yo y( u , v ) + du Yu ( u , v ) + d v Yv ( u , v ) ( 4 - 6 ) 
The calculation of partial derivative values is · explained 1n 
Chapter 2 . This is accomplished by two subroutines ( URBSP , VRBSP). 
The x and y values on the surface are calculated again as explained in 
Chapter 2 The following subroutines are employed for this task 
RBSPSURF , SUMRBAS , BASIS , DEASIS , SUMRNUM . The solution is 
attained by the use of the subroutines LINEAR, GAUSS and SOLVE . 
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Once the values for du. and dv are determined , the procedure 
is continued with incrementing the parameters u and v . 
u u + du 
V V + dv 
Then the below condition is tested 
( 4 - 7 ) 
( 4 - 8 ) 
( Xo - x ( u , v ) ) 2 + ( Yo - y ( u , v ) ) 2 < c ( 4 - 9 ) 
where f 1s a very small number . 
If the condition given by the equation ( 4 - 9 ) is satisfied , then 
the iteration is stopped , otherwise new values for du and dv are 
found by using the equations ( 4 - 5 ) and ( 4 - 6 ) . 
Once the equation ( 4 - 9 ) is satisfied , the z value can be 
easily calculated . For cylindirical surfaces however the search 1s 
continued , because it 1s known that there are always two intersection 
points for this kind of surfaces 
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4.2.3 Boolean Data Interpretation 
The z values for a given ( x , y ) pair are stored in an array 
so that the final z can be determined according to the 
boolean history . 
Assume that an input object like 
. given 1n figure ( 4 - 2 a ) is 
given. Figure ( 4 - 2 b ) shows a section cut of the input solid w
ith 
y == c plane . It consists of a base surface and a cluste
r of linear and 
cylindirical surface elements If the base is denoted as A 
, the cylinder 
as C and the block as B and if the cylinder 1s sub
tracted and the 
block is added , an expression of this construction as gi
ven 1n equation 
( 4- 10 ) 1s obtained by using the boolean operators . 
s A + B - C ( 4 - 10 ) 
Using this boolean 
. 
expression the following expression is derived 
to obtain the final z value . 
min ( zc , m.ax ( za , zb ) ) (4-11) 
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( a ) 
( b ) 
Figure ( 4 - 2 ) The given object ( a) , A section cut of the object (b) 
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- ~·· ....... - -- .. . 
The above data interpretation 1s done by the subroutines 
BOOLEAN and COMPARE . 
4.3 SURFACE NORMAL CAL CU LA TION 
The surface normal vector is also needed to be calculated to 
complete the calculation of the CC data . 
As explained in Chapter 2 the partial derivatives of the surface 
with respect to the surface parameters ( u , v ) can be calculated easily . 
Once these derivatives are calculated the surface normal can be easily 




8u x bv ( 4 - 12 ) 
Figure ( 4 - 3 ) Calculating a Surface Normal 
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Once the CC data is obtained , it is easy to lacate the cutter . 
Cutter Location ( CL ) data is derived from the obtained CC data . A 
CL data item consists of a poisition vector that represents the location 
of the tip ( bottom centre ) of a cutter and its axis vector . 
For a ballendmill cutter with a radius R , CL data is related to 




Figure ( 4 - 4 ) Calculating CL data 
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'L + R u == r c + R n 
( 'L ' u ) 
( 'C ' n ) 
CL data 
CC data 
( 4 - 13 ) 






This thesis study presents a 1nethod for NC machi
ning from 
solid representations . The study is accon1plished in two 
steps . 
During the first stage of the study an interface pro
gram has 
been developed for receiving solid object hybrid representations fro1n a
 
commercially available software called I-DEAS . CSG and
 B-Rep data are 
accessed through this interface program . CSG data is in
 forn1 of a tree 
structure whose leaves are volun1etric primitives a
nd whose nodes 
correspond to Boolean operators . B-rep data represen
ts boundaries of 
objects by using non-uniform rational B-spline surfaces . 
During the second stage of the study a method for 
processing 
CSG and B-rep data to obtain Cutter Contact data f
or NC machining 
has been developed . With this method first a planar 
grid is created . 
Then the points on the object surfaces are calculated by projecting grid
 
points onto surfaces along the z axis direction . An 
iterative Newton 
Raphson search method is used to determine the interse
ction points . 
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According to the boolean operator applied to the primitive finally 
the z value is chosen among the multivalued intersection points obtained 
for 1n ul ti valued intersection points . 
This method has superiority with respect to a similar study 
done by Choi , Lee , Hwang , and Sun [ 3 ] The 
. 
maJor improvements 
attained 1n this study are 
The interface has been developed for calculating CC points 
fron1 solid representations generated by a commercially available and 
widely recognized software . 
Single representation for surfaces of the object 1s provided . 
NURB s are einployed to represent the object surfaces . 
- Boolean tree represented in CSG data is accessed during the 
calculation to determine the proper z value for the multivalued 
intersection points 
5.2 FUTURE STUDY 
Subdivision techniques for calculation of intersection points 
between a line and a non uniform rational B-spline surface should be 
investigated 
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By applying subdivision method to the control polyhedron of the 
surface , the intersection problem reduces down to finding intersection 
between a line and a plane . This provides more robust and n1ore 
reliable approach to the intersection problem . 
The interface program should be updated according to the 
changes implemented in the universal file structure and format in level 
5 of I-DEAS . 
Cutter Path generation can be improved by considering 
gauging along the intersections of the primitive surfaces 
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A Brief example follows showing the steps needed to access to 
the universal data sets to receive the CSG and B-Rep data and 
then to process this data . 
1 . On entering the program , pick the option INPUT , READ 
to read any desired universal file written out in I-DEAS . 
2 . Enter the name of the universal file , at this stage whole 
CSG and B-rep data 1s stored 
. 
lll external files by the interface 
1 program . 
3 Pick the option VU to input the initial guess for the 
surface parameters u and v . 
4 Go back to main menu level by entering ' / ' . Select the 
option IT , UV from the main menu to interpret the stored CSG and 
B-rep data . 
After the last stage , the z values and the surface normal 
vectors are calculated and listed on the screen , also the cutter path 1s 
displayed . 
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Figure ( A - 1 ) Example Solid Object 
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Creating the solid object with boolean operators ; 
/ 
/ 
X / / 





-........... _ ...... _ 
·--.... 






Figure ( A - 3 ) Boolean Difference 
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/ 
Documentation of the Universal Data sets that are accessed by 
the interface are listed below . This documentation is prepared to help 
the user to interpret the universal file written out by I-DEAS software 
for the created example solid object .[ 5 ] 
- Dataset 409 Object History Node 
Record 1 Format ( I10 , 10A2 ) 
Field 1 -label nurnber 
Field 2 -name 





-type of major operation 
1 Boolean intersect 
2 Boolean Join 
3 Boolean difference ( first cut second ) 
4 Boolean difference ( second cut first ) 
5 Boolean add 
-type of transformation matrix 
-label of first child 
-label of second child 
- Dataset 410 Object History Leaf 
Record 1 Format( I10 , 10A2 ) 
Field 1 -label number 
Field 2 -name 
Record 2 Format( 6I10 ) 




-no of precise surfaces 
-no of details 
Record 3 Format( 8110 ) 
Field 1 -1st precise surface label 
Field 2 -8th precise surface label 
- Dataset 428 Precise Surfaces 
Record 1 Format( 1110 ) 
Field 1 -precise surface number 
Record 2 Format( 8110 ) 
Field 1 -no of control points in 
Field 2 -no of control points In 
Field 3 -no of S knots 
Field 4 -no of T knots 







-bounding parameter flag 
-total length of surface control information 
Record 4 Format( 1P5El6.8 ) 
Field 1-N -control point position ( XYZ ) and weight 
Field N+l-11knot values in Sand T direction 
- Data set 450 Object Header 
Record 4 Format( 1P6El3.5 ) 












lS being accessed by the interface 
Never Never 
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2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE-01 
8. 50000E-O 1 
















































































































































0 0 6 J 
3 4 5 6 
5.0SOOOE-02 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO 
























































2 6 8 
4 
5 4 
5 6 2 
l 
6 4 





l 1 l 
13 l 3 4 
O.OOOOOE+OO J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000E-01 
O.OOOOOEi-00 l.OOOOOE-01 8.50000E-Ol 
o.oooooE+oo 1.00000£+02 
2 1 2 
14 1 3 4 
o.oooooE+oo J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000'£-0l 
O.OOOOOE+CO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
3 l 3 
15 1 3 ~ 
o.oooooE+oo J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000E-01 
O.OOOOOE-'-00 l. OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
o.oooooE+oo l.OOOOOE+02 
4 1 4 
16 1 3 4 
O.OOOOOE+OO J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000E-01 
o.ooooor+oo l. OOOOOE-0 l 8.SOOOOE-01 
o.oooooE+oo l.OOOOOE+02 
5 1 5 
17 1 3 4 
O.OOOOOE+OO J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000E-01 
O.OOOOOEi-00 1.00000:::-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
6 1 6 
18 1 3 ~ 
o.oooooE+oo J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.ooooor-01 





1 1 0 
0 0 1 6 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO o.oooooE+oo Q.OOOOOE+OO 
1.oooooE+oo O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooE+oo 1.oooooE+oo o.oooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 1.oooooE+oo 









1 4 1 0 
6 3 
13 14 15 16 
17 18 
2.54000E-02 2.54000£-02 5.0BOOOE-02 
1.00000:::+oo O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooE+oo o.oooooE+oo l.OOOOOE+OO 








1 6 8 6 
1.oooooE+oo 1.sooooE+oo O.OOOOOE+OO 
5.oooooE-01 1.oooooE+oo -1.00000E+OO 
1.50000E+OO 2.00000E+OO 1.oooooE+oo 
o.oooooE+oo o.oooooE+oo l.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooE+oo o.oooooE+oo O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 





1 s.oooooooE-Ol l.OOOOOOlE+OO 
1.oooooooE+oo O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
77 
2 l.SOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOlE+OO l.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
3 5. OOOOOOOE-01 2.0000000E+OO l.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
4 l.5000000E+OO 2.0000000E+OO l.OOOOOOOE+O
O 0.0000000£+00 
5 5. OOOOOOOE-01 l.OOOOOOlE+OO -1. OOOOOOOE+O
O O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
6 l.SOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOlE+OO -1.0000000E+
OO O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
7 5.0000000E-01 2.0000000£+00 -1. OOOOOOOE
+OO O.OOOOOOOE+OO 






1 2 4 3 
2 4 
6 5 7 8 
3 4 
5 1 3 7 
4 4 
2 6 8 4 
5 4 
5 6 2 l 
6 4 




1 l 1 19 1 
3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO J.OOOOOE+Ol 2.00000C:-01 O.OOOOOE
+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE+02 
2 1 '2 20 l 3 
7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+O
O l.OOOOOE-01 8.500002-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE+02 
3 1 3 21 1 3 
7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.O
OOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
4 1 4 22 1 3 
7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOOE-01 8.50000E-Ol 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
5 1 5 23 1 3 
7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO
 l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE+02 
6 1 6 24 1 3 
7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 0.00000E+OO





1 1 0 0 0 1 
6 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.O
OOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.
OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO 









1 7 1 0 6 3 
19 20 21 22 23 24 
2.54000E-02 2. 54 OOOE-02 5.0BOOOE-02 
l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOO
OOE+OO 0.00000::+oo 








































































































































































































































O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.500002-01 
·O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
2 1 2 16 1 3 4 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
3 1 3 1 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 0.00000::~oo l.OOOOOE-01 S.500002-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
4 1 4 2 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 0.00000:C:+OO l.OOOOOE-01 s.50000:::-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
5 1 5 3 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000:::-01 0.00000:::~oo l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
6 1 6 4 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.50000:::-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
7 1 7 5 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000:::-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
8 1 8 6 1 3 10 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000::-01 0.00000:::+oo l.OOOOOE-01 8.500002-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
9 1 9 19 1 3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l. OOOOOE-01 8.50000E-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
10 1 10 20 1 3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.500002-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+02 
11 1 11 21 1 3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
-
O.OOOOOE+OO 1.00000E+02 
12 1 12 22 l 3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000:::-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.SOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOE+O 2 
13 l 13 24 ., 1 3 7 
O.OOOOOE+OO 3.00000E+Ol 2.00000:::-01 O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE-01 8.50000E-Ol 




1 1 0 0 0 l 13 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+-00 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000:::~oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 1.00000:::+oo 









l 7 1 0 6 3 
19 20 21 22 0 24 
2.54000£-02 2.54000E-02 5.08000E-02 
l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 1.00000£+00 2.54000£-02 J.81000£-02 O.OOOOOE+OO 
6 
1 10 0 0 6 J 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
7.62000E-02 5.0SOOOE-02 5.0SOOOE-02 
l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 





4 1 0 6 3 
0 16 17 0 







O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+CO 



































































































































































































































































l O 6 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 1 1 

































































































2 2 4 4 1 1 2 2 
l l 0 0 1 0 24 
5.00000000E-01 1.00000012E+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo 1.00000000E+OO 5.00000000E-01 
2.00000000E+OO 1. OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo 5.00000000E-01 1.00000012E+OO 
-1.ooooooooE+ao 1.oooaaaooE+oo 5.00000000E-01 2.00000000E+OO -1.00000000E+OO 
1.ooooooooE+oo o.ooooooooE+oo O.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
22 
2 2 4 4 1 l 2 2 
l 1 0 0 l 0 24 
1.50000000E+OO l.00000012E+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.SOOOOOOOE+OO 
l.00000012E+OO -1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.SOOOOOOOE+OO 2.00000000E+OO 
l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo l.SOOOOOOOE+OO 2.00000000E+OO -1.00000000E+OO 
1.ooooooooE+oo O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
23 
2 2 4 4 1 l . 2 2 
l l 0 0 1 0 24 
5.00000000E-01 l.00000012E+OO 1.00000000E+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo 5.00000000E-01 
l.00000012E+OO -1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.SOOOOOOOE+OO l.00000012E+OO 
l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo l.SOOOOOOOE+OO l.00000012E+OO -1.ooooooooE+oo 
1.ooooooooE+oo O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 
24 
2 2 4 4 l 1 2 2 
1 1 0 0 1 0 24 
5.00000000E-01 2.ooooooooE+oo 1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO l.SOOOOOOOE+OO 
2.00000000E+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo 1.ooooooooE+oo 5.00000000E-01 2.00000000E+OO 
-1.ooooooooE+oo 1.ooooooooE+oo l.SOOOOOOOE+OO 2.00000000E+OO -1.00000000E+OO 
1.00000000E+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOE+OO 1.ooooooooE+oo l.OOOOOOOOE+OO 





3 4 5 6 
2 .4 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 
1 2 5 6 
4 4 
2 l 5 6 
5 4 
2 4 1 3 
6 4 
1 4 2 3 
13 4 
15 16 17 18 
14 4 
15 16 17 18 
15 4 
13 14 17 18 
16 4 
14 13 17 18 
17 4 
14 16 13 15 
18 4 
13 16 14 15 
19 4 
21 22 23 24 
20 4 
21 22 23 24 
21 4 
19 20 23 24 
22 4 
20 19 23 24 
23 4 
20 22 19 21 
24 4 




The external data files in which the B-rep data is stored 
THE CONTROL POINTS 








.Q. lOOOOOOOE+Ol O.lOOOOOOOE+Ol 
THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 
OF THE SURFACE# 4 OF THE OBJECT# 1 
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THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 










THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 










THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 
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THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 









THE CONTROL POINTS 










THE CONTROL POINTS 












THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 1 OF THE OBJECT# 1 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 2 OF THE OBJECT# 1 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 3 OF THE OBJECT# 1 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 4 OF THE OBJECT# 1 












THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 5 OF THE OBJECT# 1 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 6 OF THE OBJECT# 1 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 13 OF THE OBJECT# 2 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 14 OF THE OBJECT# 2 
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THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 15 OF THE OBJECT# 2 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 16 OF THE OBJECT# 2 










THE KrmT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 17 OF THE OBJECT# 2 













THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 18 OF THE OBJECT# 2 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 19 OF THE OBJECT# 3 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 20 OF THE OBJECT# 3 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 21 OF THE OBJECT# 3 











THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE# 22 OF THE OBJECT I 3 










THE KNOT VALUES 
-.OF THE SURFACE # 23 OF THE OBJECT # 3 










THE KNOT VALUES 
OF THE SURFACE I 24 OF THE OBJECT I 3 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Cutter path that is generated for the example object 
Figure ( A - 4 ) The cutter path for the input object 
98 
The surface normal vectors the values are listed in 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This appendix .is reserved for the detailed definitions of the 
subroutines developed . The number of subroutines developed add up to 
31 . In addit.ion to this 4 sub.routines fron1 the G-RAPH3D package have 
been used . 
Since algo~ithmic procedures of the routines calculating rational 
non uniform B-spline functions are presented in chapter 2 
section 16 subroutines will be presented in alphabetical order . 
102 
in this 
BORDERS ( 1) 





BORDERS takes the maximum and the m1n1mum coordinates of 
the primitives by a common block and finds the maximum of the 
maximum and the minimum of the minimum values . Then it calculates 
the grid size using the maximum and minimum coordinates calculated . 
103 
BOOLEAN ( 2) 
This subroutine interprets the boolean data accessed from the 




BOOLEAN takes the number and the kind of the boolean 
operations applied to the primitives by a common block and assigns 
sign to each surface according to the boolean data . 
104 
CALCULATE ( 3 ) 
This subroutine does the incrementation of x and y , and calls 




CALCULATE takes the maximum and m1n1mum values of x 
and y by a common block and then increments x and y and each 
time calls the subroutine RESULT to get the calculated z value . 
105 
CHECI( ( 4 ) 
This subroutine calculates the number of the surfaces intersecting 
with the vector from the grid point. 
Format : 
CALL CHECK ( X , Y , NINT ) 
Arguments : 
X x - coordinate of the grid point 
real , input 
y y -coordinate of the grid point 
real , input 
NINT n um her of the surfaces intersecting 
integer , output 
Description : 
This subroutine takes the maximum and m1n1mum coordinate 
values of each primitive by a common block and determines the 
number of primitives that do contain the . given coordinates in their 
projected area and thus the number of surfaces intersecting with the 
vector drawn from the grid point . 
106 
COMPARE(5) 
This subroutine determines the proper z 
multivalued intersection points . 
value for the 
Format : 








z - coordinate array of the intersection points 
real(20) , input 
n um her of intersection pain ts 
integer , input 
final z value 
real , output 
indicator array for the surfaces 
integer(20) , input 
indicator for the surface to which the 
final z value belongs 
integer , output 
This subruotine takes the boolean data by a common block and 
calculates the z value on the final surface 
107 
;,~ •: .. 
DEGREE ( 6) 
This subroutine calculates the degree of the B-spline surface 
Format : 







integer , input 
the degree of the B-spline surface in u and v 
directions 
integer , output 
number of vertices of the defining polygon of 
the B-spline surface in u and v directions 
This subroutine takes the number of control points and knot 
values in each parametric direction and calculates the degree of the B-
spline surface . 
108 
DRAW(7) 
This subroutine calls the necessary subroutines to display the 







x , y , z - coordinate arrays of points 
real ( 200 ) , input 
number of points calculated 
integer , input 
This subroutine calls the subroutines from GRAPH3D package 
and displays the cutter path by plotting the calculated coordintes . It 
also applies eye-view transformation to each point . 
109 
INTER ( 8) 





This subroutine opens the universal file and gets the B-rep and 
CSG data , and then it stores this data in external files . 
110 
LIMIT ( 9 ) 
This subroutine finds the projected area of the surfaces . 
Format: 
CALL LIMIT ( I , J , XN , YN , XX , YX ) 
Arguments : 




primitive and surface indicator 
integer , input 
m1n1mum x , y values 
real , output 
maximum x, y values 
real , output 
This subroutine takes the control points of each surface by a 
common block , compares them and determines the maximum and the 
m1n1mum x , y values . 
111 
/ 
LINEAR ( 10) 
This subroutine solves linear equations of Newton Raphson 
iteration for calculating the incrementation for the parameters u , v . 
Format : 







the coordinates of the grid point 
real , input 
the coordinate array of a point on B-spline 
a surface 
real(3) , input 
the coordinate arrays of the derivative of a 
point on a B-spline surface 
real(3) , input 
the values that the parameters should be 
incremented by 
real , output 
This subroutine solves for incrementation values that the 
parameters u and v should be incremented by . The equations solved 
are the equations in the Newton Raphson iteration. 
112 
NEvVTON ( 11 ) 
This subruotine,,, determines the z values by Newton Raphson 
Iteration. 
Format : 









the coordinates of the given grid point 
real , input 
surface indicator 
integer , input 
z value that is calculated 
real , output 
surface kind indicator 
integer , input 
the degree and the n um her of polygon vertices 
of B-spline surface in each parametric direction 
integer , input 
the derivative values at the calculated point 
real(20,3) , output 
NEWTON iterates parameters u and v to get z value . 
113 
NORMAL( 12) 
This subroutine calculates the normal vector of each pl
anar surface . 
Format : 






integer , input 
indicator for surface orientation 
integer , output 
NORMAL calculates the normal vector of each planar
 surface and 
determines whether the surfaces are perpendicular o
r parallel to the z 
axis . 
114 
RATIONALIZE ( 13 ) 
This subroutine rationalizes the knot values . 
Format : 
CALL RATIONALIZE ( X, N, L) 
Arguments : 
X knot value array 
real ( 200 ) , input , output 
N number of knot values 
integer , input 
L stirface indicator 
integer , input 
Description : 
RATIONALIZE finds the maximum knot value of each knot 
vector and rationalizes the knot vector by dividing the maxim um value 








This subroutine integrates other subroutines to get the z value . 
Format : 





· the coordinates of the grid point 
real , input 
the z coordinate that is calculated 
real , output 
RESULT calls the subroutines BOOLEAN , CHECK , SKIP , 
DEGREE , NEWTON ,COMPARE and VECTOR to get the proper z 
value for the given grid point 
116 
SKIP (15) 
This subroutine checks the type of the surface in order to 
determine whether to skip that surface during calculations or not . 
Format : 
CALL SKIP ( N , I ) 
Arguments : 
N surface indicator 
integer , input 
I indicator for surface orientation 
integer , input 
Description : 
SKIP determines whether the given surface should be skipped or 
' 
not . It assigns values to the surfaces according to their kind so that 
this values can be used in calculating the z values . 
117 
VECTOR ( 16) 
This subroutine calculates the surface normal on the final surface 
Format : 






the derivative value arrays at the 
calculated point 
real(20,3) , input 
indicator for the surface to which the final 
z value belongs 
integer , input 
the normal vector values 
real , output 
VECTOR calculates the surface normal for the final surface . 
The cross product of the derivative vectors in parametric directios is 
taken to accomplish this . 
11t1 
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